
iizpaessiohs--s::rihg il.ilih£ S/^rd oa/ y>
All---- no end of stuff I This is the life. /M *-6-

F.A,: rise cover! I see the critic kept it brief. Oil *ell*.,

IEAH-TO: Good*

' I7DG-Y TrlllS: 75$ mortality in. a THS! Slovely slogan.

Oll-ai STOhTlS: If I had a filo, I wouldn’t need it, I 
haven’t got a file, so I can’t use it. Mho wins? But the Atlantic 
h Harper data is interesting, since libraries have files of those; 
sone day I’ll look up one or two of the items-—maybe 1 The Inf. J. 
is an'even better’bet for the mythical couple, hours with 0 to do*

IHSPIRATI01T: Pleasant reading.

PI-LIuTY': But think, Bon: ’Meeting at Hight’ & ’Parting at 
Horning’ are practically the only truly moving poems Browing! wyotq, 
unless you-want to include ’The Lost Leader,’ His.narrative poems 
in monolog, .such’as ’Pre. Lippo Lippi’, can be fairly interesting, but 
I like Byron’s ’’Don yuan'" no end better. As to Lord Dunsany, I’m 
quoting one of his poems this issue, but' surely he is not at his best 
in verse. Finally, I think the 'Ancient Mariner* one of tho most 
ovrstuffed and over-rated poems in English---- so it seems our tastes
differ slightly 5 - • • ■-

The failure of the reader to respond (as my failure to 
appreciate your favorites) may be his“cr..nn fault,’or the poet's fault, 
or it may bo that they simply live in different worlds and so have 
nothing to say of-each other, Tlio m&re I see of:life and people the 
more I have come' to realise Hot many very different worlds there are 
ebout us, based perhaps on the same hard physical facts, but built 
into different shapes end in different dimensions by the myriads who 
create them-. I have met people with whom it was impossible to discuss 
profitably any aspect of philosophy, simply because there was so little 
cor.rn.on ground between our respective world views.

That challenge 
regarding moat can bo easily mot, but there is a convention against 
the use of Anglo-sanon four-letters on the nrintod page, Evmi so, 
how about Spit? Or maggot? Besides, ’meat' can ba poetic, as in 
"Truth is strong■ moat to f o a d tho hungry mind;" ar even (tho you won't 
like this) ”journeys ond in lovers’ meetings."......... .

•• As to potential 
energy, houbvor small the difference., it exists, and what we arc 
int...lasted in is -the theoretical roint that energy is HOT conserved, 
and the actual cntonlt of tho violation isn’t important.

■ ■ Living fresco s
L bas-reliefs, -oh? Reminds mo of ono of the images I saw while I was 
delirious under the influence of meningitis at the age.of 10. -I thot 
I was looking at a wall whoso wallpaper was narked Off in squares each 
shoving a different scene-. Each square contained a slot, and when I 
put a nickel in. the slot, tho figures would, como to,life & a drama 
would toko-place. I ranombor ono scene, a ramshackle wharf and part 
of e bayou, that I particularly liked, for it involved an overturned 
boat and an escape- from an alligator. Tho color? wore quite natural: 
sullen looking greenish gray water still suggests alligators to no!

I am surprised to hoar about the '5 or 6 hours of sleepless 
rolling c; tumbling’. Insomnia is entirely outside of my ezrporienpe and 
still remains something faintly incredible ’.rilth e. Martian flavorI'



’HOPlIZOI’S: I’m sorry,Harry, but I can’t offer you much in the 
’ - 7 or help if you suffer from nigraiim,,. bodau.se migraine is hereditary 
i.nd there; is nothing which can change,youy inheritance. (If neither of 
your parents and none of your grandparents suffered from migraine, then 
something else must be the trouble.)., "Thp only optimistic note is that 
th. attacks usually Stop whu n the patient' is. middle, agud, but I didn’t 
think'this sufficiently encouraging for you to justify” an immediate 
letter. Stay---- I have run across something in Logan Clundenning*s
"Thu Human Body**: ST’says ”The -'disatHuarcncd of the attack is suit us 
mysterious a. 9 its approach. Something clicks in the brain cndrit is 
ell over. Or a light done before dinner marls the dividing .line 
between agony” end peace, k good stint of work in some casus drives it
away......There is only.one way to treat it^---with contempt, an old 
Bonen remedy.- Probably; Cloud..ruing doesn’t suffer from migraike him
self: that last piece.of, advice sounds easier to give than take.

a. . I love, to-read "lays, too...... .lly English teacher in high 
scnool, in’,., ,’illey, ’..ho had quite. an. influence on no, told me once 
taut hu tnought only those capable of creating uo..,try” themselves wro 
fully able to appreciate it as created by others, and I cm inclined to 
agrees-... .'All -1 Im oth-r 1912 coy-rs on Astounding w-fu unihsnirud, 
uikyu cut chin , etc*?. I still thu the April one quite nice* I still* 
think, I m-an. Or do I?.... .Unfortunately” I’ve not reed Crystal Agu| 
I liked Hudson’s The?Purple Laud, tho its nothing to do witn s/j 
I read •-The Hun• L*Vd A/as Thursday■ * long ego* but I Liked -Lotting Hill- 
sone'-.hut butter, and--“Pc.ther Brown” yet more* ’ Eoavun heir anyone lost 
in the-’Borsyte Saga.’; I had to wade thru it onbo* Galsworthy is not 
my.” idea of an interesting writer. ; .

PLIGHT ,.U1TW. IT. ’ S orry4

l.HLTY'^fc Z.IAGt Ee’.s learning, learning nowj all right---- and
regretting the ’lack of time .to rules: in a hoof hell, and discuss higher 
no,thbueti.es?- (Sul Uesse.go, this. issue )« . - < •

Yeah, I know”, the. worn has had
•0. ou.rkud influence On my td>_o.s h caused mu to jettison some wistful 
little pacifist motions* I couldn’t react in any” other way unless I 
w^re c.n^-ntii? ely different person, so*...J YOH’re ri^ht about the 
conclusions which follow from .our pfesont, evidence; I onlyr hore we do 
have most .of .the pertinent facts.

' • I never did see how anyone can find
tire - enough-to .'be bored.. Higawd, with only 50 years to go, should I 
u-aste any "of it \zondering whet to. do and-doing nuttin’? Perish the 
horrible .phantasm.,’.. .’Stuff about rifles, interesting. ITot my line, tho.

. Bully'agio e,-—in .fact, loud cheers---for comient ’LThat actually 
has. meaning for me is tie actuality” of the reonle of the vflerld anfl 
their future civilization.” I see it that vrey, too. ‘

TEE STEPAI-i: Better a -page of this than, a doeen of epic reetryj 
I liked that phrase, 1:A .shutter-rattling roar'-; I loved tl» illustra
tions; I chuckled-at the verses.

THE ITUCLEUS: ’Of Things and Such* is Trw yr at her lightest 
and most amusing. (The dialog in the distanceJJ) The thousand curses 
are. irell placed.,

Trudy’ on war is just as sensible as Trudy” on fanzine 
publishing is fumy.

I feel complete sympathy with Trudy’s attitude, 
*’we shall have at them briefly because we should like to veryr much.” 

• i.«..I -lust point out that the trouble v.'ith trying to aurly logie

bodau.se


3
to siwp war is simply that while your enemy may see tile folly of
e. long fight wit!: you, if he Im.ows you are going to drop your ’weapons, 
logic iii'iediately tells bin that lie car. now get everything he wants 
by keeping his* So it is ’idle to expect armies to cease fighting 
on any- such grounds.

. , Softball‘is1- one of my favorite games, but of course
.1 vc played mostly in games which. saw plenty of action, A girl’s 
gymnasium m class night very'well play a tedious c: humdrum game, just 
as sandlot football night compare poorly with a Harvard-Yale game* 
But if the players are interested and play to irin, softball can be 
cuite as thrilling as football} there are situations fully as tense 
(score tied, men on base, 3 and■'2 on■ the batter-) and action cuite as 
eucitingt a .spectacular stop A throw,- a close play at home, etc*). 
Softball is also a faster 'genu than football:" it takes two hours to 
play a football game, A considerably less for a.softball•game. I 
an afraid Trudy was sent oht to -right field all the time; -and'that 
tns bottoms always pulled the ball to center or left, leaving her 
with nothing to do; I admit that can bu a little tedious at times!
But as- for.- ”no swift act ion'-Trudy—did you uVor tr" to steal second 
base against a catcher with a good am?

PAN-TODS; ’ 'Thu number of galaxies pm cubic light year” is 
not an interesting 'thought--1-*its a howler* Like *tho number of 
mountains pur cubic inch’-, if-'yok’ sue what I mo ah,

' Brain Work in 
baseball is.involved in outguessing'the pitcher, stealing signs from 
t.x opposition, and especially in deciding the right moment for 
such stratagems as thu'scuecrzo playa": the hit and^run, Dumb baseball 
players seldom make the big ledghos£ y’know.

27 billiard balls-in space? 
/It is easily possible for mo to play a genre of chess mentally, without 
/ sight of board or pieces. QLn doing so I keep before no a mental imagv 
/ of a chessboard £•: its non---- 64 scuaros and .32. mun.JJI don’t have nutth’

i trouble in holding a clear image taking in the 'Whole board & position.
As far as I’m concerned,, tho idea of 4 as a limit is a n;Fth and a 
superstition! .ZPurthurmorc, holtanowski oncv- nlayed 34 chess games 
simultaneously without seeing any board of'lion. Of course at any one 
time lie doubtless visualised but one board} still, tin feat is decided
ly impressive, especially as he won most of them.,

■' ’ ... That’s odd. I find
’Biological Abstracts’ interesting and if ’ anything too stjimil a ting; 
strange tnat the.'GA should induce slumber* It woulcTi'n me, of course, 
but I, thank God, an not A practicing chemist!

Obviously tin changes 
of course ca.in-.pt.. balance if tho positive A nog. angles are added at 
tin end of -a world cruise, fa? the vessel has^procuud^d not only on 
th- compass courses steered, but also upon modifications of these 
due- to varying tidal and ocean currents. Thu course steered is seldom 
the course actually mad-.. good: this is indeed tin reason why it is 
n-cosse.ryto tauo astronomical observations to detomiinu a ships 
position accurately!

ir.Dl.l.h 01' 11-11S: -Sorry.

WAT.T.’S' I’PAl.jBLIhGS: So Speer changed the name of his -j-2 pub! * 
I can guess Why. I wish to remark that Palgrave’s --'Golden Treasury11 
isn’t at all e. good anthology (meaning that I„ don’t care particularly 
for P’s selections;).... .1 read n “lly yirst Two Thousand Years” and 
thought it on the.whole rather dull and tedious.Ah, fried humming 
bird tongues on rig leaves! ihr favorite dish...........



COUECIED WEE: T ‘dThy then, ’.1th labor infinite, nroduce 
a hook of verse To languish on the ’all-for-twopence’ shelf?”

SUSPHO: These covers are marvelous. I think Okiffus has 
well earned the ’Artist’ laureate this year---- yaws-a’hj

That curse on 
page 1, line 7, sure must have bounced back cuiokj '

' Why isn’t efficiency 
a good test of boy-girl customs? Any custom, promoting ’romance’ is ,,. 
efficient’, nicht urahr?-- ■

What, then, is the goal of ’all philosophies * 
if not to bring nan to terms with.-the world about Mpi? The achievement 
of this a in must. involve recognition'of the fact that powers' outside 
of himself 'Ultimately determine man’s destiny. This is indeed t • salfw 
obvious proposition; I see nothing ’inexcusably narrow»’ about it; I ’ 
rather suspect uuffus of an allergy to what he thinks **fatalism** means; 
actually, the attitude I mentioned’;.is .more deterministic than anything 
else, and is present-at least in part in every philosophy I’ve ever 
heard of. •• - • "

I certainly don’t;see phonetic spelling eliminating- regional 
speech-habits right.! left, but. it. mite have a long run standardising 
effect, at tint. • ,

Pencil- notes in the -margins? Hell, I use red ink. 
Specking of short hand, I saw -in the .IT Times not long ago a reference 
to the suggestion of an Englishman, Sir Richard Paget, that the ideal- 
international language would. be an improved ! condensed sign language, 
like the Amerinds-used, to have. It •'would be easy to teach by r-i. 1 ma ! 
television! there’! be no pronunciation trouble! The difficulty lies 
in developing script to go with it, but since Margaret Morris has 
devised-a script for recording all the bodily movements involved in 
dancing, ths problem, of a script for hand movements should not prove 
insuperable. . •

E1TA2AFSE: ’The argument was wilful; the alternatives 
untrue.’ 1 still think ’Astounding* is slipping: the lune issue is 
proof onuf for anyone. .

■ EEE: if there were any possibility of my ideas 
on how to run the world .being put into effect, I might take more trouble 
with ’em; I mite also be more interested in articles like these.

;.. \ ■:. . ■ The
' Chemical Analysis of .Woman is marvelous: a natural for SEP ’Postscripts’ 
department. " / .

The Assyrian’or whatever it is scores e. clean beat on me, 
especially since-I’haven’t tried to give it a formal workout yeti

STMDOITZX:- At least there was lots of it.

DliEAM-DUST: The treacle is poured on too vigorously, I 
fear. A pity---- something nice might have been made of ’Whisperings’.

YEOS:■ It is severely logical to hold a culture must be 
able to survive to have, permanent value, but I have reached a point 
where I seriotisly question the. idee, about the toughest being synonymous 
with the best,-if by ’best’ we are to understand ’"best for living’. 
If we must understand 'best for survival’ the propcs ition is neither 
argubxle nor•meaningful, for it tolls us nothing to hold that the 
toughest (io, hardiest,- bust fitted to survive) culture is the culture 
best fitted to survive. Only if we compare cultures in other ways than 
by asking whether they are vulnerable to physical destruction by enemy 
countries can we hope to get anywhere with this discussion.



.♦»... ♦'Dreams,' oh? ,.I "canH-holx^ T.grooing more or lees’with Spoor’s 
remark t--^t not to dream nay’ IndicdtO a. healthier mental state then to 
dream constantly, ’ ’ • ‘ ■

Questions on page 10: No. Yes. No. No. Yes. It 
follows from these answers that Cheuyenet’s Prdphecy is that the world 
after the wer ’..'ill find the ,present drift to centralization of gov’t 
end. restriction of .individual liberty ’continued."at a slow but steady 
pace. ■ The major "instrument’ in the. TTniie’d.-States’ drift to totalitar
ianism Trill be the. organized labor unions, which: will become virtually 
autonomous slave states; at the appropriate time/, 15 or 20 years after 
the war ends, their then leaders will cone to an agreement and take, 
over the government in fact .if -not in name (ie, .President & 
Congress will be taking . orders from the Labor Chief while retaining 

"their nominal powers• ' It '.rill then .be impossible to earn a living 
without being a union'n,ember and it will be impossible to be a union 
member ■ without hewing to the union line and obeying .orders from above. - 
This state of affairs ’.'ill lead to corruption on the part of those in 
power, and-gross abuse of that power. Finally there.will be a bloody 
revolution, the success of -which will probably depend on the ability • • 
of on armed militia to defy • regulars armed ’.rith all. mechanized weapons. 
This means development of small’ arms capable of stopping tonics and 
strafing planes absolutely cold; I think it suite probable that in 
time such weapons-wrill’ .arrive on" the sedr.e: in the recently developed 
’bazooka gun’"we hav.e a promising start. The ■■ revolution, therefore, 
will probably succeed-/; but I cannot foresee the outgone; the prophecy 
stops here. - ; ■ ■ . .

Saye.yqtp? PAPA files, and read jlphis,. again in 1965. I 
sincerely hope you’ll be able to laugh heartily—-kbut- I-’d hesitate 
to bet much! ■ -t ? '' ■

ZIZZLE-POP: ihope somebody could read it. -

. ■: TEE JIGllTIITGr FAI": ..’.7as meh interested to read about Lew Hart in 
c: his adventures——he’s. been lost to us so long. Someday I plan to 
collect a series of case histories showing how fans fare when they' 
(for various reasons)"drop the intensive activity'which, at one time 
meant so much to- them% • ...

The other boys do ’.’ell', too, but there are plenty 
others it would be nice to hear from-—-what ’h become of them all?

lUOInSHIHE (I think it is): Apparently I received the Very 
last copy pulled off the reluctant goo at the end wof tbe run. Ouch.

THE: ’ the Red Ghost. I’ll miss iti
Tucker & editing: accord

ing to me, in composing stuff yourself the editing ought to take niece 
before you,put anything at all down on paper, and there • should hardly 

, ’6vdr be'foccasion-for more then one revision. Of course, humorous 
pieces may call for special efforts-----1, know humor which IS funny is
the toughest sort of stuff to turn out.

"■ Eastman’s poetry, if better than
much, other fan verse, still fails to strike home to me. I don’t quite 
Inio;.’ ’..T-y, and its too hot tonight- to discuss poetry at any length!

MATTERS OF 0PZ7I0N; Indeed e nooving number. In regard to 
fanationalisn, jeJ

I feel no end disrespectful towards Henry Adems A 
the brandishing of Encalibur .on high, but waiving the overdone'2nd 
paragraph, the general propositions are at least possibly -true. I can’t 
soy more; tine 11 tits this to 5 yiu thissun. SoT-ab.



ihltX'SJ iess

y-Carporel II. A. Hotlma.n* HOS<

’.Tien I- s.c.id,., in the l&£t railing/ that I would keep.publishing 
even if I had to pencil each copy in a. fomhole, I didn’t realize that 
the army could kebp yjs> ho busy that -I' would barely .have tine to pen one 
copy* That has happened-—even'though.- it took more the.ii the army to 
do it* "■■'■

Here ’ s - the* story: You may have heard of the Army Specialized 
Training program*.’’’kick is sending a number of men to college"tew pursue 
various technical*studies* Ueil* you can imagine'that where-there's 
fe school to go- to, little me is going to go there. So I did, and here 
I |. - , ■ , ’

I thought this ires'- going' to be a Pleasure '.-hen I first <sezhe* 
Go tb school, live- in a dornitory,' go .'around with coeds* lead the in
tellectual, rather that! the military, ■ life*

. But what this'turned out’ to be is the most ruthless* merci
lessly rapid schedule of study that’has ever been.devised by nah* For

• ninb months we '.'ill be subjected to a concentrated course that trill
• probably ecual the 3rd end 2;.th' year of Electrical Engineering*.

<
So, 90^ of my treking- hours ere s pent trying to ptop a badly • 

digested mass of electricity* calculus, end mechanics into my cerebrum* 
while the other 10A are spent in the gym goihg through a Course fh 
physical education that Vould put army physical training to slieme.

•i I
Out of the rest of my days I'm supposed to have a gay time ■ 

in the metropolis of Corvallis, which consists of half a dozen stores, 
c. dozen beer joints, and three movies.

It’s really no way to get an education. ..No chance'to relas 
in a beer hall and discuss higher mathematics in .a leisurely, scholarly 
atmosphere, as we did in. Heidelberg before the war.

Ah, gemb-t 11 chke it i

You,know, at this point I feel that the war has progressed 
far enough. I'm .beginning to feel like becoming a civilian again. How 
long does all this go on?

In this neck of the woods I wouldn't even ’mow there wae a 
war eucept for the fact that I subscribe to Newsweek. It tells me all 
about the war*

*
Corvallis.has newstsnds that carry science'fiction magazines, 

but I haven't seen any new issues since I've been here, ’.'hen will I 
b© able to read a 'magazine?- It• certainly ain't like Santa Anita, where 
I h.d the leisure .to hrite a 16,000 word story.

Imagine -.witing in the bedlam of that stable, with a radio 
going in the stalls, on every side and people talking and shouting and 
every ten minutes' .1 go around to John Brink's stall to join in the 
argument going on there.

But the story got finished, and when it was all typed up, 
I .decided it 'rould have been better if I'd taken Chapter Five, expanded
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it to 100,000 words,'and ne.de the original story part of the netr one. .Ho time for that noir, Horton’s looking at it.

..ell---- tine’s up for this. Sorry I’ve no more to say but I’ve
such" a. one—traCi* mind that if' I continued I would probably end un 
tax-zing aoout the crxticaj, damping resistance of a galvanometer.

See you nert nailing.

THE Pf-TEPHTER

fron a poem by

Lord Dunsany

Through steely gaps that T have known
In mirage mountains, upon wings

Has my imagination flown
To bring you news of magic things, z

By Trails of cities not of Earth
All wild ny winged drearns have run,

And known the demons that had birth
In planets of another sun4

Beyond the boundaries I have been
That dull geography has drawn,

To bring you light from visions seen 
In kingdoms eastward of the dawn.

T"hi$ Cs — or Kqjs been — Sav<honyx Vo € 3 A>0 
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it to 100,000 ■'..•ords, and ae.de the original story part of the new one^ 
¥0 tine for that now, Lorton’s looking at it.

’’ell-- tine’s up for this. Sorry I’ve no more to say, but I’ve
such a one-track mind that if I continued I would probably end up 
talking about the critical damping resistance of a galv...noneter.

See you nert nailing.

the patheeter 
from a poem by 

Lord Duns-any

Through steely gaps that I have known
In mirage mountains, upon wings

Has my imagination flown
To bring you news of magic things.

By walls of cities not of Earth
All wild my winged greens have run, 

And known the demons that had birth
In planets of another sun*

Beyond the boundaries I have been 
That dull geography has drawn,

To bring you light from visions seen 
In kingdoms eastward of the dawn.

T~h is __or bos Uecn - Sa»- 6or\yZ kJo C 3 Aio i
(Blume C Mauve net/)/ art A.m/ess Press mainsty.
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